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Infinity (symbol: âˆž) is a concept describing something without any bound or larger than any natural number.
Philosophers have speculated about the nature of the infinite, for example Zeno of Elea, who proposed many
paradoxes involving infinity, and Eudoxus of Cnidus, who used the idea of infinitely small quantities in his
method of exhaustion.
Infinity - Wikipedia
In mathematics, a geometric series is a series with a constant ratio between successive terms. For example,
the series + + + + â‹¯ is geometric, because each successive term can be obtained by multiplying the
previous term by 1/2.
Geometric series - Wikipedia
Abstract. We define a certain finite set in set theory ${xmidvarphi(x)}$ and prove that it exhibits a universal
extension property: it can be any desired particular finite set in the right set-theoretic universe and it can
become successively any desired larger finite set in top-extensions of that universe.
The universal finite set | Joel David Hamkins
The speed of those ripples is determined the same way the speed of anything is determined in relativity: by
their energy and their mass. Since gravitational waves are massless yet have a finite ...
Why Does Gravity Move At The Speed Of Light? - Forbes
The Oxford Graduate Philosophy Conference will be held at the Faculty of Philosophy November 10-11,
2018, with graduate students from all over the world speaking on their papers, with responses and
commentary by Oxford faculty.
Joel David Hamkins | mathematics and philosophy of the
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